Would you like to know more?
If you are interested or have any questions
please contact us directly at:
innenausbau@rehau.de

State-of-the-art design
Our noble matt products offer you attractive solutions
that will meet the needs of your customers’ most
challenging design concepts.

A timeless feel,
always.
Our noble matt collection brings luxury
to your life, every day. A unique feel,
with a selection of colours suitable
for all design features, whilst remaining
low-maintenance.
REHAU noble matt. The touch of beauty.
www.rehau.com/noblematt

Touch without leaving a trace
Your furniture won’t just feel great. The soft-touch
surface is extremely scratch-resistant and the antifingerprint technology ensures that it will not be spoilt
by irritating marks.

Subject to technical changes.
Please observe the relevant technical product
information available online at
www.rehau.com/ti.
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noble matt
RAUVISIO noir™
The new noir series is the centrepiece
of the noble matt range.
It features both aesthetic quality
and technical strength.
RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt
The expansion of our RAUVISIO brilliant
collection means that vertical application
of noble matt surfaces is an option even
in price-sensitive solutions.
RAUVOLET noble matt
Our RAUVOLET tambour doors allow you
to use space efficiently, without
compromising on design. The four
available colours are the perfect match
for the noble matt fronts.

Beauty lies in
the hand of the
beholder.
A matt finish is one of the biggest design trends. It
impresses with its subtle elegance. Surfaces like these add
a special touch of luxury to any interior. The noble matt
collection from REHAU makes luxury designs suitable for
everyday use like never before. We use innovative
technologies to achieve this and draw on our many years
of experience as a system provider.

RAUKANTEX noble matt edgeband
The RAUKANTEX pro invisible-joint
edgeband in noble matt creates a
harmonious overall look, with the surface
and edgeband merging seamlessly with
each other.

Everything combined in one
Our noble matt collection combines all the key products
from our furniture range in one integrated design concept.
The design options that it offers will satisfy even the most
exclusive requirements. All of the elements match
seamlessly, producing a look of higher quality.

RAUWALON noble matt wall seal profile
Choose RAUWALON for a clean
connection between worktops and walls,
without any limitations in terms of the
noble matt finish.

